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Of Mice and Men Theme Analysis  
 

Directions: Look at the following thematic concepts for the novella and choose three that you have 
noticed so far. Then, for each thematic concept, write two things that happen in the novella which 
help develop this theme. Then explain what these events are saying about the thematic concept (in 
other words, what message is Steinbeck giving about this concept?) 

 
American Dream  Friendship vs. Isolation  Idealism vs. Realism 
 
Powerful vs. Powerless Being an Outsider   Right vs. Wrong 

 
  Your work should look like this: (you may not use my example) 
 

Thematic Concept: Right vs. Wrong 
 
Example #1: The bus driver drops Lennie and George off four miles from the ranch and tells them 
that it’s right down the road, making them walk the rest of the way.  
 
Explanation: The bus driver lied to Lennie and George and that was wrong. He should have driven 
them the whole way or at the very least told them the truth about how far they would have to walk. I 
think Steinbeck is showing that it is wrong to treat people poorly just because they come from a 
certain social class (like migrant workers). It is good to see this injustice from George and Lennie’s 
point-of-view and helps the reader see how it affected them. 
 
Example #2: Lennie grabs a girl’s dress and holds on tightly, even when she is screaming at him to 
let go, which scared her and caused the men to get chased out of Weed.  
 
Explanation: Regardless of Lennie’s mental impairment, what he did was still seen as wrong in the 
eyes of people who did not know him. Although he did not mean the girl any harm, the townspeople 
were not interested in finding out the whole story. I think Steinbeck is saying that you should find 
out the other person’s side before you jump right into a situation. What you may think is the “right” 
side and the “wrong” side may be incorrect if you don’t have all the facts. 
 
 
 
Once you have finished analyzing the thematic concepts, you must come up with three critical 
thinking questions for class discussion. You MUST use the following question stems word-for-word 
when formulating your question: 
 
Clarification 
• I'm not sure I understand (character, action, event, description, purpose). 
• Tell me more about (character, action, event). 
Cause and Effect 
• Why do you think (event, reaction) happened? 
• How could (event, reaction) have been prevented? 
• Do you think (event, reaction) would happen that way again? Why? 
• What are some reasons (character) (action)? 
• Based on the information in the story, predict what will most likely happen if (character) (action). 
• What will (character) do now that (event)? 
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Compare / Contrast 
• How are (character) and (character) alike? Different? 
• What is (event) similar to in our own time? 
• How does this (incident) remind you of (current event)? 
 
Benefits / Burdens 
• What are some of the reasons (character’s decision, reaction) wouldn't (would) be a good idea? 
• Based on the information in the story, what inference/ assumption can you make about   
(event/theme/character)? 
 
Point of View / Perspective 
• How might (character) have felt during (event)? 
• What do you think (character) was thinking during (event)? 
• How does (character) feel about (character/event, etc)? 
• How did (character’s experience) influence (character’s development, event)? 
 
Structure / Function 
• What was the goal when (character) (action)? 
• What were (character)’s choices of how to (respond to a situation)? 
• What do you think of (character)’s approach to (problem, situation)? 
• What better choices could (character) have made concerning (problem, situation)? 
• How does (character’s action or trait) contribute to the conflict in the story? 
• What is the author’s purpose for including (character, event, detail)? 
 
Different Situation 
• Can you describe a situation in which (character’s action) would be acceptable/unacceptable? 
• Suppose (event) had happened differently. How would that change the outcome of (event)? 
 
Evaluate 
• The author of the story states "_______ ." Do you agree with his/her statement? 
• What is wrong with (character’s) reasoning concerning (character, situation, event)? 
• Does (character’s) treatment of (other character/s) seem fair? 
• What conclusion can the reader draw about (character/event, etc)? 
 
Support Questions/Responses 
• Can you give us an example of . . .? 
• Where in the story . . .? 
• What would be a good reason for . . .? 
• What is some evidence for . . .? 
• I saw it a slightly different way . . . 
• That’s a good point. What about . . .? 
• I disagree a little. To me, . . . 
 

 
 
 


